
Radiation Therapy: Quality Contlo1 Equiplnent
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Featllres

瓠 27 x 27 (729) vented cubic ionlzation chambers

regularly arranged to MLC leafξ  across the complete

且eld size of 27 cm x 27 cln

鎬 Pioneering ionization chamber array, ∏at and

lightweight (5 ● 

‘

1 kg)

歆 Gold Standard ionization chamber technology

鍼 Absolute dose calibration at 60Co

蛔 Colnplete 且eld coverage with Merge seυeη29

葫 one detector — multiple applications

The OCT:AⅥUS Detector 729 is a new concept of an ion

chambel matrix in a plane fbr IMRT veri且 cation and qua1—

ity control in radiation therapy. Utilizing ion chalnbers

avoids radiation defㅌ cts, the major drawb ack of solid— state

detectors● The vented plane— parallel ion chambers are

5 mln x 5 mln x 5 mm in size, and the center— to—center

spacing is 10 mm●  In total there are located 729 chambers

in a matrix of 27 x 27, providing a maximuln 且eld size of

27 cm x 27 cm●  The array is only 22 mm 且at and 5.4 kg

light● Due to the square chamber technology the array can

be moved 5 mm to close the gaps between chambers●

By shifting the array 3 tilnes the whole area is covered●

The nulnber of measuring points can be increased to 2916●

The OCTAⅥUS Detector 729 can be used fbr IMRT plan

veriFlcation, LINAC QC (with optional MultiCheck soft—

ware) and online L工NAC adjustlnent (with optiona1

BeamA여just sof’tware) ● Us ing the Univers㏅  Gantry Mount

the array can be mounted to the gantry and irradiated

under vario1그 s gantry angles ●

oCT'AⅥUS 工 contains the OCT'AVIUS Detector 729 and
V色riSoft soRware●  The option LINAC QA contains
BQ — CHE CK, M[ultiCheck and BeamAtUust●

ordering Informat요on

L981297 oCTAVIUS I

▷ oCT'AVIUS Accessories ραℓe ΞB
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Feature s

轢 Unique chamber and phantoln geometly :

Superior directional response at diff는 rent gant=y angles

without gantry angle corrections

嫌 Flexible posltioning fbr measurements in the clinically

relevant direction and PTV

Pioneering ionization chalnb er technology

Ready fbr measurement (60Co calibrated),

no commissioning required

Complete 且eld coverage with Merge seη eη2 9

IInproved angular response during irradiation at

difFerent gantry angles due to built— in semicircular air

cavity and advanced cUbic detector design

No gantry angle input, angular corrections and cable

connections to LINAC required

Including the coHlplete functionality of the OCT:AVILIS I,

o CT'AⅥ US II adds a specially designed phantom along with

dedicated tools to enable f¸ st and precise veri且 cation of

composite IVfRT plans or Iλ{AT plans●  νVith an optiona1

inclinometer the dose cⅱn be recorded as a nλ nction of

gantly angle or time to veri㏉  partial plans●

o CTAⅥ US II contains the OCT'AⅥ US Detector 729, V色 riSon

soRware and the OCT'AⅥ US phantoln●

The OCTAⅥUS Phantollrl was designed by Ann van Esch and

Dollrlinique P. Huyskens froln 7SigIIla, Belgiuln.

ordering 工nforlnation
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